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SEA - BASS 4hp

£ 849

Pwllheli, Wales
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·

07551 122509

United Kingdom

Your Day on the Water just got better! A true revolution in the world of small 4 stroke outboards.
Equipped with an automatic lubricating system injecting oil into the fuel stream, thus allowing to
store it in any position without having to worry about lubricating liquid overfl ows, as occurs in all
four stroke engines. The diaphragm carburettor avoid fuel leaking and bad smell in the
environment. An ideal sailing companion due to its considerable versatility and reliability. Your Day
on the Water just got better! A true revolution in the world of small 4 stroke outboards. Equipped
with an automatic lubricating system injecting oil into the fuel stream, thus allowing to store it in
any position without having to worry about lubricating liquid overfl ows, as occurs in all four stroke
engines. The diaphragm carburettor avoid fuel leaking and bad smell in the environment. An ideal
sailing companion due to its considerable versatility and reliability. Specifications Technical
Characteristics Power Hp 4 Power Kw 2,9 Max. R.P.M. 5000 / 5500 Motor type 4 stroke OHV Swept
volume c.c. 118 Bore x Stroke (mm) 56 x 48 N° Cylinders 1 Induction 1 carburettor Starting Manual
Fuel Petrol (for specifications see the user manual) Fuel tank (L) Separate 12 or built-in 1,6 Separate
12 or built-in 1,8 Lubrication Automatic oil injection into fuel Ignition C.D.I. Digital Ignition timing
Electronic Starting Manual Alternator Optional 12V/70W with regulator Cooling Water cooled with
pump-forced circulation Exhaust Underwater through propeller Steering system Bar with twist grip
throttle control and steering friction adjustment Trim adjustment Manual (4 pos) with trim for
navigation in shallow waters Direction reversal Mechanical A-F-R + 360° shaft rotation Transmission
ratio 13/30 Available shaft versions C. – L. Standard propeller type 3-bladed with built-in spring drive
Weight basic version (Kg) 23
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